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MinireviewOf Mice and Genome Sequence
Functional annotation of novel genes begins with theirBruce A. Hamilton1,3 and Wayne N. Frankel2,3
1 School of Medicine detection. Interspecies comparisons are helpful here in
identifying conserved gene sequences directly from ge-University of California, San Diego
La Jolla, California 92093 nomes even for regions where sophisticated exon pre-
diction methods perform poorly. Analysis of cDNA clones2 The Jackson Laboratory
Bar Harbor, Maine 04609 obtained under conditions not tenable for human tissue
is another advantage. For example, an international con-
I’m truly sorry man’s dominion sortium led by RIKEN scientists working from full-length
enriched cDNA libraries recently reported preliminaryHas broken nature’s social union
An’ justifies that ill opinion annotation of roughly 13,000 unique mouse genes, of
which roughly 15% encode proteins with no annotatedWhich makes thee startle
At me, thy poor, earth-born companion homologs (Kawai et al., 2001). In addition, the details
of coding sequence conservation provide a basis forAn’ fellow-mortal
—Robert Burns, To A Mouse, On Turning Her Up In Her identifying mutations that are likely to alter function. For
many genes, the mouse will often be the first place toNest With The Plough (1785)
find mutations, as discussed below in the context of
mouse models.
Comparative genomics can also assign function to
noncoding sequence. One fruitful approach is use ofAvailability of the mouse genome sequence will have
long-range sequence alignments to identify conserveda major impact on the study of vertebrate evolution,
noncoding sequences (CNS). Frazer, Rubin, and co-mammalian biology, and animal models of human dis-
workers have developed such an approach to find locusease. Resources to explore genome biology in mice
will maximize the effect of this watershed event. control regions at the IL4/IL13/IL5 gene cluster, identi-
fying several candidate regions and demonstrating in
transgenic mice that one identified CNS plays a key role
The laboratory mouse holds a special place in biology in coordinating expression of this cytokine cluster (Loots
as the most accessible mammalian genetic system and et al., 2000).
therefore the organism of first resort in modeling many Evolution is an opportunist. Genome-wide sequence
human traits and disorders. The mouse is both a proto- comparisons will allow us to ask what opportunities
type for mammalian biology and a model for human have been most fruitful in the mammalian radiation. A
biology and disease. The publication of two draft assem- long-standing question has been the extent to which
blies of the human genome this year has shifted atten- selection acts on changes in the function of genes
tion to functional annotation, much of which will involve (through amino acid substitutions or exon shuffling) ver-
comparisons with mice. With a commercial draft assem- sus changes in the expression level or pattern of an
bly of the mouse genome and very many public resources otherwise equivalent gene product. As expected, fre-
already available (and public draft assembly due soon), quent coding changes are seen between orthologous
this is a good time to take stock of what we can learn genes in mouse and human—about 15% on average,
from the mouse genome—and what more we might need with a wide range (Makalowski and Boguski, 1998). Less
to capitalize on the opportunities the genome sequence clear is how frequently these changes alter gene func-
presents. tion, at the level of either overt phenotype or selection
Annotation by Comparative Genomics—An in the wild. Examples also exist to support a modest rate
Evolving Approach of change in gene expression pattern between species,
A great deal of evolutionary and functional information although this has been explored less comprehensively
is available in comparing the genomes of mice and men, at present. How frequently such changes occur within
some 80 to 100 million years since their last common and between species will be of keen interest both for
ancestor went aft agley. Mammalian genomes appear evolutionary comparisons and for modeling of particular
to have roughly 30,000-40,000 distinct protein-coding genetic pathways. Classifying functional alterations
genes, with a high degree of homology between species. within and between species now becomes an important
Three kinds of questions will draw heavily on the com- goal for genome annotation and the completed se-
parative approach: assigning function to novel genes, quences from two mammalian species will lay the
assigning islands of function in the vast sea of noncod- groundwork for answering these questions.
ing sequences, and modeling the evolutionary mecha- One force that shapes genomes in evolution is the
nisms that have molded sequence variation into species. mobility of repetitive elements. Indeed, some attributes
The mouse-human comparison adds considerable reso- of repetitive elements differ substantially between mice
lution beyond what is feasible from comparisons to in- and humans. For example, endogenous retroviruses in
vertebrates and yeast. The genomes of mammals yet mice have been active much more recently than those
to be sequenced will add still more, but comparisons in humans, as reflected in a relatively high rate of inser-
of the first two provide a good start. tion site polymorphism and low rate of nucleotide substi-
tutions between copies in mice compared to humans
(see Boeke and Stoye, 1997; Stoye, 2001). Previously3 Correspondence: bah@ucsd.edu [B.A.H.]; wnf@jax.org [W.N.F]
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isolated populations within the mouse species group regulatory elements. The availability of end-sequenced
have hybridized over several centuries as their range BAC libraries and fully sequenced clones from genome
expanded with humans. This must have allowed for- projects will speed up the application of this approach
merly host-restricted viral infections to spread rapidly by eliminating the need for screening and mapping indi-
and increase the load of active elements per genome. vidual clones de novo. Simple methods for BAC engi-
Indeed, a substantial fraction of spontaneous mutations neering in E. coli range from gene tagging with reporters
in laboratory mice—perhaps 10% to 20%—is caused to single base changes (Lee et al., 2001; Yang et al.,
by retroelement insertions. By contrast, insertion events 1997). The rapidly developing suite of tools for manipu-
represent a lower proportion of human mutations and lating BACs in vitro will continue to increase the power
are so far limited to LINEs and SINEs (but see Turner et of large insert transgenesis.
al., 2001). Retroelements shape host genomes in both A third route to disease models is through phenotype-
direct ways (by altering the expression, processing, or driven mutation screens. Several existing mouse models
coding ability of a host gene) and indirect ones (selecting have been identified among spontaneous mutations, but
for better host defenses) and it may be quite instructive they are only the tip of the iceberg: chemical mutagene-
to see how mouse and human compare in this regard. sis rates for loss-of-function alleles have been reported
The surprisingly large number of endogenous retrovirus- between 1/300 and 1/1000 chromosomes screened per
related sequences in the human genome (450,000; locus—some 1000-fold over the spontaneous mutation
Lander et al., 2001), albeit relatively immobile, further rate (Russell and Russell, 1992). In addition, chemical
whets our appetite for a completed mouse genome. mutagenesis allows unbiased recovery of virtually any
A Model for Everything? kind of allele at any locus, selecting only for those with
Some of the recent excitement around mouse genetics phenotypic effects. The combination of chemical muta-
has been the prospect for modeling of human genetic genesis and large-scale phenotype screens underway
disease. Three general approaches to mouse models in about a dozen centers worldwide are rapidly collect-
are already enhanced by availability of genome se- ing the raw material for assigning functional attributes
quence—and will only improve when the mouse se- to mammalian genome sequences, and are expected to
quence is completed. produce several hundred new models per year. The
The most direct approach to disease models in mice route from phenotype to gene remains positional clon-
is often gene targeting in embryonic stem (ES) cells. ing, but this is not the positional cloning of even a few
Many labs have contributed to the thundering herd of years ago. The advent of genome sequence eliminates
custom mice carrying precisely engineered mutations the most labor-intensive steps of physical and fine map-
in specific genes. One bottleneck in gene targeting has ping—one now proceeds directly from genetic mapping
been the need to identify gene structure, and incomplete to verification and validation of candidate genes.
knowledge of gene structure can confound the interpre- Mice can provide an appropriate model for human
tation of the resulting animals. Indeed, several instances disease in most cases. However, it is important to recog-
have been reported where mice designed to be “knock- nize that mice are, well, mice. Mice differ from humans
outs” are instead either knockdowns or knockouts spe- in several obvious traits and in some not so obvious
cific to one of several alternate transcripts due to incom- traits that may confound (or accelerate) development of
plete knowledge of gene structure (the Cdkn2a/Mdm2s1 any particular model. A few examples:
locus being one particularly interesting example; dis-
• One of the earliest and best known “failed” modelscussed in Sherr, 2001). No more—the genome sequence
is the HPRT knockout mouse for Lesch-Nyhan syn-of a region combined with dense cDNA coverage should
drome. The apparent explanation is that mice are lessprovide all the information required to identify intron/
dependent on HPRT, and perhaps on any purine sal-exon junctions, distances, and major splice variants.
vage pathway, than humans (Engle et al., 1996; WuThis should allow design of gene targeting vectors in
and Melton, 1993).minutes; even using unassembled shotgun traces aligned
• Mutations in the inositol phosphate 5-phosphataseto full-length cDNA greatly speeds the process. Another
encoded by the OCRL gene causes a severe congeni-impact of genome sequence is the ability to model syn-
tal disease in humans; the equivalent mutation in micedromes involving multiple genes; for example, sequen-
has little effect due to the broader expression patterntial targeting of a chromosome to generate large yet
of a paralogous gene in mice. Double mutant combi-precise deletions allows modeling of contiguous gene
nations with Inpp5b produce synthetic lethality (Jannesyndromes (reviewed by Mills and Bradley, 2001). As-
et al., 1998). Although these mice have yielded somesembled genome sequence provides access to this ap-
very interesting biology, an accurate disease modelproach for any region of the genome that might be a
has been difficult to establish.locus for segmental aneuploidy or contiguous gene syn-
• Mice appear to lack orthologous genes for some hu-dromes.
man lipid binding proteins such as Apolipoprotein(a),Recent developments in transgenic technologies offer
whose variants are associated with atherosclerosis,another approach to model building. Production of
yet mice have all the machinery to appropriately ex-transgenic animals from large insert clones, and bacte-
press them when reintroduced as human transgenes.rial artificial chromosomes (BACs) in particular, facili-
This has allowed rapid modeling of APOA effects intates positional cloning, modeling of duplication syn-
atherogenesis and the analysis of regulation of thedromes, and analysis of human-specific genes in mice.
human APOA gene in transgenic mice without havingUnlike smaller transgenes, BACs generally replicate en-
to account for an endogenous mouse copy of thedogenous patterns of gene expression; this offers an
approach to analyzing locus control regions and other gene (Frazer et al., 1995).
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Figure 1. A Sampling of Strain Characteristics (substrains may vary for some traits)
These examples suggest both enormous potential for the simplest form of complex traits, allow us to extend
basic knowledge of molecular pathways and to optimizeusing mice to model human traits and due caution before
accepting an orthologous mutation as an accurate a disease model by fine tuning the behavior of the mod-
eled trait. Positional cloning of modifier genes has beenmodel. They also highlight the range of manipulation
that make mice an ideal system for model development a technical challenge. If post-genome positional cloning
allows efficient identification of these genes, it will usherand underscore the importance of more fully exploring
the biology of both species, both for the basic science in a new world for studying complex pathways in mice.
The challenges in strain diversity lie in ensuring thatand for better modeling of human disease in a more
manipulable system. appropriate genomic tools accompany these classical
resources. For example, to optimize disease modeling,A Mouse of a Different Color
Inbred mouse strains developed over the past century we need a better understanding of where mice differ
from humans, and where some mice differ from eachcomprise a wide variety of phenotypic characteristics.
Specific differences among strains have been reviewed other, in encoded genes and expression patterns. To-
ward this goal, Celera has assembled their version ofby others (e.g., Festing, 1996) and will not be covered
here except by way of illustration (Figure 1). In part, the mouse genome from a whole-genome shotgun of
three common strains, rather than deeper coverage of athis variation is the result of mutations that arose since
laboratory inbreeding began a century ago, but much single strain. While the polymorphisms found in the Cel-
era mouse sequence will be useful, they are a pale reflec-more strain variation arose prior to the use of mice in
modern research. Mus musculus is, in fact, a complex tion of the level of variation represented by current in-
bred strains—to say nothing of wild mice! In addition,species composed of several related and variably inter-
fertile subspecies. Most of the more commonly used physical resources to harness strain diversity are cur-
rently lacking. In particular, bacterial artificial chromo-inbred strains are themselves mixtures of the sub-sub-
species M. m. domesticus and M. m. musculus, with some (BAC) libraries from multiple strains would greatly
facilitate positional complementation cloning of modifiersome M. m. castaneus and perhaps other subspecies
sprinkled in from more ancestral murine invasions. More and polygenic trait loci. Already, clone-end sequencing
of the C57BL/6J-derived BAC library being used in therecently, inbred strains have also been established and
characterized from a range of other mice—notably public mouse genome sequence is transforming the iso-
lation of large insert clones for functional analysis fromM. m. castaneus, M. m. molossinus, and the sibling spe-
cies Mus spretus. Harnessing this great diversity pre- conventional hybridization screening to a mouse click
and an e-mail. Having similar resources for at least asents some exciting opportunities and a few corre-
sponding challenges. few of the more commonly used inbred strains would
further empower the community in their efforts to assignThe opportunities offered by the diversity of inbred
strains lie in both the genetic uniformity within a strain function to natural strain variants.
The Future of Mousekindand the captive genetic diversity in the rich collection
of widely available inbred strains. Inbred strains allow The revolution spawned by genome sequencing and
related technologies will produce many new opportuni-us to observe experimental conditions repeatedly on a
uniform (isogenic) genetic background. Moreover, crosses ties in biology and medicine, some of which we cannot
now foresee. However, many benefits are taking formbetween strains (as well as mutagenesis screens) afford
opportunities to observe effects of modifier genes—a already. A supplemental table available on Cell’s web
site (Table S1, available at http://www.cell.com/cgi/staple of model organism genetics. Modifiers, perhaps
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content/full/107/1/13/DC1) lists a sampling of resources methods for cryopreservation of mouse sperm would
currently available or rapidly coming. We wish to high- allow efficient banking and distribution of newly identi-
light a few of these developments and press the case fied mutations, possibly even whole banks of mutagene-
for their acceleration. sis products. Toward any kind of mutation bank, more
Comparative Expression Maps. One variable in gener- efficient means of preservation, recovery, and distribu-
ating mouse models that has been hard to predict is tion of mutants, whether in stem cells or gametes, will
conservation of expression patterns between species. be highly desirable. Along with this, streamlining of tech-
From this perspective, it would be extremely useful to nology transfer issues will draw loud cheers from the
have detailed information on the expression patterns entire research community.
of orthologous and paralogous genes available from The era of genome sequencing has rapidly become
several species. Public databases to archive microarray the era of genome annotation. The clarity of functional
results, such as GEO at NCBI, and curation of published analyses will benefit tremendously from publication of
reports in GXD at The Jackson Laboratory/MGI, are a full mouse genome. Creation of tools and resources
steps in this direction. However, a comprehensive effort to make use of annotated sequence should remain a
based on cell-level detection would be a boon to both high priority in the near term. Then, as is rapidly oc-
disease modeling and basic biology. curring in the microbial and invertebrate systems, we
ES Cells of Many Colors. All mice are not created will fully enter the era of genome biology.
equal. Specific inbred strains have more or less desir-
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